
AS IT WAS ON RUN 3869  
HULU LANGAT AGROTECH 

(1/8/2018)  
HARE : FUNG KOK SIONG 

SCRIBE BY: STEVEN LEONG  

PHOTOS BY:KANA. 

 

Date: 8/1/2018 
Run No: 3869 

Runsite: HULU LANGAT AGROTECH 
Hare:Fung Kok Siong 
Co-Hare: Ah Lek, Meng, Kingson, Ng Chee Seng, San Kai Mai, Walter Tieu, CY 

Lau,Pilot Tey, Billy Yap, Henry Chia, Boon 
Guests: 1 
Runners: about 90-100 

FROPS: Flyingman and then Malaichai and Marvin Sotong7.20pm 
Distance: 10.5.km; Checks: 5 and 2 false Trail. 
 

The Run 
 
This Run site was ran 18 months ago. Cheras way was reasonably clear and it took 

a little time to reach the Pekan Hulu Langat, and since the time is still early 4.30pm 
many members having their tea at the coffee shop. Although there was a spot of 
drizzle getting there, the clouds had cleared by the time I arrived and the sun beat 

down. 
 
530pm at the run site OnSec is doing parking control, and the beer wagon is no 

arrived yet. It’s about 50- 60 vehicle parking along the road side outside the Agrotech 
Resorts. 
 

Six O.clock came and paper had yet to be found, but soon after this On Sec called 
the run “On On” and raced into the bush. The trail headed down towards the jungle, 
and get in to the 1st Check. The On Sec was nowhere to be seen as the rest of the 

pack skirted to the right of the river crossing the river, No sooner had the pack 
entered up the hill in to the jungle, On On was called as the first check was already 
broken. The trail then went over a small rise and into the 4x4 off road. 

 
2nd check was break by Monkey, 3rd check with False trail and the forward check. 
4th check is forward check on my Right break by Flying Man and I meet Young Yap 

challenge Bandaraya, loser will name as “FATTY PUSSY” The winner is Young Yap. 
 
Nevertheless, it was a long way up hill back to the run site with the whole trail being 

about 10km. The front runner came out just 7.20pm with the majority of people 
coming out as the last members of fading daylight graced the enveloping evening 



sky. Dennis Khoo and Cannot Gun come 930pm with 5 co-hare waiting for them 
.Great run! 

 
The Circle: 
 

The evening was balmy and even after having a bottle of Tiger beer, the sweat was 
pouring down, Ian Leong is a Butler got his free beer and a good song By OnSec. 
The Hare Fung Kok Siong and His Co- Hares Ah Lek, Ah Meng, Walter, 3 co-hare 

represented 11of them were up next and everyone called it a good 
run with Marvin Sotong and a few others wishing it was a 3km longer even better.  
JM Thomas Chin is off today for his Birthday celebration with UM, Steven Leong 

having announce the hare for upcoming “ kana lost and found Run By the hare Eng 
Yee Guan” bring along the full battery mobile and also sleeping bag. 
 

On Sec Charged Billy No Hair Driving “like King of His Father’s Road” OnSec urged 
to conduct the Circle Fast before the Beer Finished. 
On Cash had received quite a lot of money this evening but as we were in the 1st 

month of the first quarter, he told us 60 of 160 paid and as members pay their subs 
ASAP. OnCash call the only guest on box “Malachai” But OnCash call him “M…… 
we all laugh…. 

 
Interhash Sec announce no FOC RUN. Asked people to support the JBHHH 
celebration 17/3/2018 and OnSec Kau Kau home town Run. Full Moon Ball Breaker 

11/3/2018 with RM120. Don want to take part? dont look me no up…. 
 
Fiji Interhash refer to Hardy Boy, and he charge to using mobile phone in the circle, 

CCB song for him. 
Playboy OC of 80th Anniversary next week 17/3/2018 layout planning recce at 
Stadium Negara, and he call all members to support and contribute this events. Ah 

Man’ s Taiwan Friend contributed 2000 T shirts for our 80th anniversary. 
 

Bomoh represented by “Kenny Soh” 

 
Hare Ah Siong being charged for the Trail no safety precaution as a results 
Moustache Yap injured his leg by the sharp tree. 

On Sec charged by Bomoh for 2 pack Run paper for setting the run. Jeymond Toh 
changed for having Sound when his climbing the hill with Melaka Tey. Kenny 
Charged Andy Low for disturbing the members crossing river. 

 
After Bomoh finished his charges ,OnSec ask him on box for his not wearing any 
Motherhash Tshirt when conduct the circle. 

 
Circle closed at 9.07pm, but Dennis Khoo and Jonathan Francis Howard still caught 
inside the Jungle. 930pm a boy using motorbike taken Dennis back to runsite, and 

Ramli on the way home saw Jonathan and using his wagon send him back to runsite 
 
 

 
 



ON ON 
The On On is at Hulu Langat Water View Restaurant. Total is 8 tables, the damages 

RM700 plus the OnSec add on Rm 100. total amount of Rm 800 contributed to 
Motherhash 80th Anniversary fund. 
 

Thanks you Hare Fung Kok Siong for his Generosity. 


